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principal residence is the State of Washington and who have obtained membership in Townsend

Meadows Cooperative by way of its Offering Memorandum. 



MONTHLY UPDATE
(as of November 25)

 
This month the action on the construction site has been above ground, where
we can see it.  
 
Roofing is completed on garage buildings #10 & #12 and carport building #11.  
 
The windows have been installed in the workshop/storage building #16
and the art studio/garage building #15.  
 
Framing is underway on residential building #8, the floor has been poured on
building #7,  under-slab plumbing and electrical work is nearing completion on
buildings #4 & #3.  Footings excavation has started on building #2.
 
The site subcontractor has excavated the retention pond for stormwater run-off
from the garage area.  



from the garage area.  
 
Members have identified their personal electrical upgrades and prepaid for
those choices. 
 
We have begun taking 'goodies' to our fantastic construction crews on a weekly
basis. The Social Team  started with donuts, but the crews want healthy
snacks.

Off-site, the Finance/Legal Team is reviewing the draft governing documents
for the future Quimper Village Condominium Owners Association.

The back of garages allow for golf-
cart storage.

The art studio has plenty of north-
facing windows for great light.

What good is the warmth of summer,
without the cold of winter

to give it sweetness…John Steinbeck
 

We wish you the joy of family, 
the gift of friends and

the best of everything for the
New Year.

SAVE THE
DATE

QUIMPER
VILLAGE
WINTER
PARTY

DECEMBER 10

Quimper Village
Web Page



 
May your heart always be joyful.  
May your song always be sung…Bob Dylan
 

Learn about Port
Townsend HERE

*** We are nearly sold out - only ONE unit left! ***

Quimper Beginnings

In 2014, our project was envisioned by a few brave and forward-
thinking couples. We asked the first 3 investing households about
how they got started. Meet Pat and David, Pam and John, Carolyn
and Jack.

 *****
What brought you to the idea of Quimper Village? Was it scary? Euphoric?
Were your children shocked? Is it still scary, euphoric, are your children
relieved?
 
            Pam C… I came to the first study group reluctantly.  It was John who was
excited about it all. I didn’t want him moving without me, and then there was the
miracle of that first meeting.  As soon as I got there and looked around I was also
hooked.  All our kids are watching the process with excitement and one has even
investigated cohousing in the greater Seattle area.
            John… I was intrigued to hear what could happen. About 2 years prior on an
80th birthday, I had an “Oh my Lord !” moment realizing I had become “old” without
any warning or preparation. We had older relatives who were experiencing “elder-
related” problems without preparation. It scared me to the point of starting to look for
alternatives to our living style. The commercial options of retirement homes, assisted
living facilities, etc., were quite uninteresting. Our children didn’t seem to realize we
are old. 
            Jack …Carolyn was interested; I thought it sounded like a direct attack on my
quiet introvert hermit style. It is.  Maybe it’s a good thing?  The kids have no problem
with it.  When we were ready to retire and decided on short notice to sell our house



with it.  When we were ready to retire and decided on short notice to sell our house
and live full time in our motorhome, they supported us; when we sold it to buy a
house in Port Townsend they supported that; now they support this. They think we’ll
be better off with other people around to keep an eye on us. 
            Pat …As I was musing about the future, I wondered if living in a close-knit
community would provide extra support for the years ahead, while at the same time,
keeping us out of corporate living facilities.  We researched our options and
discovered senior co-housing.  David supported my concerns and together we made
a presentation on "options for aging" at the Quimper Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship (QUUF) in January, 2014.  I was and still am excited about creating a
community of friends who want to live in an intentional community as we grow older. 
David has been more skeptical about the viability of actually making cohousing a
reality though he has worked hard to help make it happen.  Though they haven't said
so directly, I think our three kids admire our efforts to make this fantasy happen.
  

Did everyone at the beginning already know each other? 
 
            Pam C…We recognized a few people but did not know most of them. It did
not take long to feel friendships budding. And oh my, did we learn a lot about
judgments about first impression! 
            Jack …Carolyn knows lots of people; I can’t remember names.  She likes
mixing in a room full of people; I hide behind the door.  But she kept dragging me
along and I finally learned most names, except for that tall guy on the bike (John).
But for some reason, cohousing seems to attract really nice people.  As new people
have come along they seem to fold in pretty well.
            Carolyn …the initial small group was all QUUF folks, some we knew better
than others.  It quickly became important to widen the circle beyond QUUF and
beyond Port Townsend. 
            David & Pat … Though a few of the original members' were familiar to us, for
the most part, we didn't actually know anyone well.      
 

How did you think the course set by you, the pioneers,
would/will change with the addition of new members? How do you feel about
that?
 
            Pam C… I had no idea yet hoped to engage each new person in whatever
way possible. We had a goal and the rest we made up along the way…with our great
professionals (McCamant & Durrett Architects) of course.
            John … I felt sure the new members would bring not only new energy but



            John … I felt sure the new members would bring not only new energy but
many ideas and skills we had not thought the group would possess. And, instead of
having to “hire out” many of the talents needed to put this operation on a firm footing,
we have saved a lot by having both new and old members move into positions of
responsibility. All of us are “growing” because of the new members. 
            Jack … What course? We didn’t know where we were going; we’ve been
tacking and jibing our way around these strange waters, trying to avoid the rocks.
Sure, the newer people have a lot to catch up on, but they do, and then off we all go.
More people, more good ideas, more energy. 
            David & Pat…We have always been happy to have new members which we
needed to make cohousing happen. The new members have brought to us much
needed skill sets and fresh energy which renewed our resolve to keep going. 
It has been a challenge sometimes to bring those new people up to speed.  We had
to continually revise our membership documents and strategies as we added new
people.
 

 How did you deal with differences before Empathy in Action/Friday Forum (our
bi-weekly non-business meeting)?
 
            Pam C…I don’t recall it ever being an issue.  Remember that there were far
fewer of us for one.  Chuck and Katie laid out a similar process in their “Getting It
Built Workshop” which we used from the beginning.
            John … Throughout my career in business and politics, decisions were made
hierarchically or by Robert’s Rules of Order. Empathy in Action has brought a whole
new effective tool to me. 
            Jack & Carolyn   The Forum became useful as we grew more numerous and
got deeper into the project. General meetings have a lot of work to accomplish; the
Forum is a place for extended discussion, perhaps exploring differences. Some tears
and a lot of laughter. 
            Pat …We used a consent model from the beginning suggested by Katie and
Chuck (McCamant & Durrett Architects) at our "Getting It Built Workshop.  Early on,
we adopted the principles of Dynamic Governance as our consent model, which
seem to allow our decision making to proceed fairly smoothly.  The Forum evolved
from our non-violent communication classes as we realized we needed a place to
process concerns that didn't fit in our general meeting format.  The Forum also has
been a place we can get to know one another at a deeper level resulting in our ability
to navigate and resolve differences in many cases.
 

Did you think it would be this much work? 



Did you think it would be this much work? 
 
 Pam C…it didn’t feel like work when we got started.  We just figured
out how we could fit our skills in to move the process along.  It was

exciting and still is. Tired and frustrated sometimes? Yes, because the processes
always seem to take longer than I want them to.
            John … Yes.
            Jack… Work? I’m retired. Frankly, I would have refused to join if I’d thought it
would take this much time and we’d have so many details to chase. But Carolyn is a
workaholic.
            Carolyn…I had no idea how many pieces there would be to this endeavor,
but in for a penny, in for a pound.  We made a conscious decision to be our own
developer and with that decision we agreed we would do the work necessary to
make it happen.  Setting a short horizon helped lure us into accepting responsibility
and probably helps us keep our eye on goal.  Most of us are retired, what else do we
have to do?  I think building this community is a great way to spend years of
retirement.  (Sounds like the subject of an AARP article.)  
            Pat & David … We had no idea it would be this much work!  For the most
part, it has been enjoyable work.  Keeping our eye on the "critical path" has helped
us to take the next step without getting overwhelmed with the whole project. 
Because other people are carrying their load, we have felt a part of a giant
community effort, which has been a powerful motivator for David and me to keep
going!
  

The houses are not close to the cars. How did the far away parking happen? I
get the part about hermetically sealed homes and garages not being conducive
to conversation, but golly, that’s a bit of a hike!
 
            Pam C…we had lots of little blocks representing houses, garages and other
buildings and had a great weekend playing with them.  The Concept of remote
parking was already in our minds after looking at other cohousing and how it has
worked.
Yup, conversation along the way home became a much more important topic than
driving to our houses and taking up more of the land with blacktop.  We have talked
about what kinds of great foldable wagons and other transportation methods and will
again.
            John … It is certainly a bit of a hike, but then living in a “retirement home”
also can involve some distance between one’s car and the bedroom. The amount of
“uncovered” walkway is the larger difference.
             Carolyn & Jack… I think everyone in the first 20 or so members thought it
would be nice to not have garages and roads taking up our “people space”––not



would be nice to not have garages and roads taking up our “people space”––not
another subdivision! When we found the site and played with our house and garage
blocks, this is what came out.  
            David & Pat … Part of the cohousing concept that Chuck and Katie brought
to us, was that the parking would be removed from the living units even though we
were building for an older community.  It was a hard concept to digest especially for
David who has some mobility issues.  But we realized that we could cut down on
noise, asphalt, and smell and exponentially increase the opportunities of people
interactions.  Golf carts will be available for those with mobility issues and the rest of
us will profit from a little more walking.
 

Why do you think this group is working so well? What makes it tick?
 
            Pam C…the whole system is all-inclusive.  That along with the Friday Forum
and other community builders just works its magic on us. 
            John …  Once one comes to terms about “growing old”, it provides a great
incentive to thoroughly investigate options and move rapidly towards the best
solutions. 
            Jack… I think we all like the idea, and we want it to work. So we make it
work. The “no paramount objection” decision system (Dynamic Governance) is part
of that: we talk about things, proposals are made and may be modified, then we all
say “we can live it” and go on. Legitimacy.
            Carolyn… We all have accumulated a lot of lessons learned and checked
many wants and needs off of our life lists.  It seems we are better able to sort out
what really matters for the rest of our lives and let the non-essentials go. 
            David & Pat … Members have bought into the idea that community trumps
just about everything else in life.  We realize that our material possessions are not
going to support and sustain us as we grow older.  Our governance model helps us
make decisions that are in our range of tolerance.  We have come to trust and care
for one another.
 

What are your hopes and concerns about living together in
Quimper Village? 

            Pam C...Thoughts about living together have changed
radically from when I was first looking at what that meant for me.  In the beginning
the main concern was about privacy…incidentally…almost every one of our
members have mentioned the same concern when they fill out their profile.  The
longer I have been involved I realize that it does not need to be an issue at all.  I can



longer I have been involved I realize that it does not need to be an issue at all.  I can
certainly decide when to put that red baseball cap on if I don’t feel sociable some
times.  I believe that it will balance out nicely.
            John … I’m excited about moving in and having the chance to get to know
my neighbors even better. My concern is that I don’t become too much of a drag on
the community. 
            Jack… I need privacy; Carolyn needs people.  This should be a great way to
balance those. And we can help and be helped if necessary, particularly in the great
battle to avoid being either lonesome or bored.  
            Pat & David …Our hopes are that we can live longer and healthier in our
community, that we can laugh more and have more fun, and that in the years ahead
we will feel connected and loved.  I know that the other side of that coin is that we will
experience loss and that will be difficult because we have come to care for one
another deeply.                                                                                                    -Pam

*** We are nearly sold out - only ONE unit left! ***

  A Numinous Moment
 

Sixty-five years ago, I sat on the bed in my room giving up. 
The only thing I connected with was the storm outside.  It roared and
shook the walls.  I had stopped trying to find answers.  Why didn’t I have
friends?  Why didn’t I feel close to my parents?  Why was everything gray
except the storm outside?  A gust peppered the window with the buckshot
of rain.  It called to me.  Come out, come out.  I arose and stood.  Come
out, come out.  I picked up my heavy leather bomber jacket and struggled
into it.

In the living room, my parents were reading by separate lamps and didn’t
look up.  When I opened the door, the wind burst upon me in a rush.  I
stepped into the night and closed the door quickly. It ripped at me.  It
caressed me.  We were together.  I put my hands in the jacket pockets
and bent my head into the wind and rain and pushed up the street toward



the railroad tracks.  Orange lights shown in the few houses that lined the
street.  I imagined the people inside were happily interacting with each
other, chatting, laughing, the things that people do. 

The tracks crossed the street and headed toward the trestle, perhaps a
mile out in the woods.  I turned right and walked between the iron rails
across wooden ties and gravel. The wind roared and buffeted, but as I
entered deeper into the woods, the high pitch of the wind in the trees took
form.  The deeper in, the higher the pitch, the mightier and more
enveloping.  A holy choir, thousands of voices, reaching to the heavens. 
My body thrilled.  I was invaded.  This was for me.  I stood thrilling to the
invasion.  I was not alone.  I was known.

How long I stood, I couldn’t say.  But then I could take no more and turned
back.  I could tell no one.  My parents were atheists, as was I, it sounded
too woo-woo. My parents were reading when I entered and closed the
door quickly against the storm.  I walked past them into my room and sat
on the edge of the bed.  For that moment, I felt I wasn’t alone.                    
                                                                                           -Jim

Members help out where they can.



Let's Have an Election!
 
Every organization needs a way to govern or manage itself

and we here at Quimper Village have chosen to use the

sociocratic model of Dynamic Governance (DG). This system

encourages inclusivity, transparency and efficiency.

 

Can elections be transparent? Can we happily accept  AND

SUPPORT the elected? Most elections are done with secret

ballots and have 'winners' and 'losers' but things are done quite differently in DG.

 

In our elections, the first step is to clearly define the job and consider what skills or qualities are

needed to do the job well. For example, if electing a new gardener, we might look for someone who

knows how to use a shovel and rake and is willing to get his or her hands dirty.  At a general

meeting, each member is asked to write down the name of the person they believe is the best fit for

the job. Those nominations slips are then gathered and read aloud at the meeting by the facilitator

and the person who made the nomination is called upon to tell the group why they did so.

 

For example, “I nominate Buffy because I’ve seen her use a shovel and a rake in her yard,” might

be my argument. The facilitator asks each person making a nomination to explain why they think

their candidate is right for the job. This is all done aloud at the meeting so nominations and reasons

are transparent.

 

After listening to all nominations and reasons, members are then asked if they want to change their

vote. Buffy was my original candidate but I learned that LuAnn knows a lot about native plants, has

10 years experience being a gardener and can get us a discount at the local nursery. That

information would compel me to change my nomination to LuAnn.

 

At this point, the facilitator has heard all nominations, all reasons and saw several people were

moved to change their nomination. S/he then makes a considered decision and suggests that one

nominee seems to be better suited for the job than any other nominee. “I propose we elect LuAnn

to the gardening job.”

 

Every member has an opportunity to raise an objection to this proposal. If there are none, and if

she accepts, LuAnn becomes our new gardener.



 

Members sometimes find this process a little jarring because private ballots and secret votes are

the norm. But this level of transparency accomplishes several things: trust is increased; nominees

have heard from others that their skills and abilities are recognized; LuAnn can count on the

support of the community because everybody had a voice in electing her.                                          

                            -Cheron
 

THE TUNNEL
 
In Michener’s book,The Drifters, the
Scandinavian girls who come to Spain on
vacation are desperate to find work there
so they don’t have to return home and
face The Tunnel (winter).  Certainly our
tunnel is milder than in Norway, Sweden,
etc.  But winter is coming on with its
changes, wonders and problems.  What does it mean to you?

Jack:  I most like PT in the winter.  After twenty-three years in
Pensacola, Florida where the sun shines almost every day, where a
light jacket is winter wear, where the cockroaches roam every day,
where the air conditioner runs in every month, it’s nice to sit in my
warm house, looking out at the wind and rain and racing clouds,
then open a good book and a bottle of wine as darkness settles on
Port Townsend.

David H:  Winter brings the kind of weather that makes me hunker
down in my house to read or watch a movie on TV.  Winter
encourages introspection, review, maybe getting thoughts down on
paper.  And winter is a time of holidays.  Lots of opportunity for
celebration with family and friends.

Araya:  Moving  here in 1989 from the Bay Area, I found the gray of
winter a bit oppressive, and after a few years, I moved back to
Minneapolis to care for my mother.  Being there reminded me why I
left as soon as high school graduation.  Returning to Seattle, was
like coming  back to a tropical paradise.  It’s all relative.  I’ve
gained appreciation for the many shades of gray that prevail
throughout the winter months.  I like watching the cloud patterns
change, and how the light shifts as the clouds roll by.  Watching
the kinetic art of rain falling on Puget Sound through my binoculars
is mesmerizing.  When the leaves leave the trees, the whole scene



the kinetic art of rain falling on Puget Sound through my binoculars
is mesmerizing.  When the leaves leave the trees, the whole scene
changes.  I especially love the variety and iridescent shades of
green moss growing on the trees, rocks and paths.  And the very
best – taking a deep breath of fresh, moist, cool air.  Aaahhhhhh.

Inge-Lise:  I LOVE winter and the things it represents and most of
all snow (even shoveling it.)  The special way the sky looks before
the snow starts falling, the predicting  smell in the air … the
anticipation, then here it comes, slowly covering everything in in
pureness and calm.  The beauty is unique and meditative.  I can
watch it for hours. Then it’s time to put on boots, to cross country
ski, a different experience of it.  All good stuff because I have a
warm, safe place to return to.  But I would dread being at the mercy
of winter.

Mike:  (Forgive the editing.)  Shivers and mystery abound in our
new season, where wind chills and clouds drop and drop,
disturbing my sensitive crown.  The comforter works well.  How
many ducks did it take?  The rasping call of the feathered winging
their way to the warmth.  Conflicted thoughts captive in the cold.

And as the wind roars and the wolves howl across the steppes, we
cuddle in our dens and travel down the tunnel.

Thanks to the contributors.                                                     -Jim

Contributors to this issue: JimD, CindyA, PamC, JackS, CheronD.  Thanks!!
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